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NWO Enforcer: NATO Threatens WW III
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The New World Order has been in place for centuries. Is it not time to start calling the NWO
by another name? A descriptive term that encapsulates the essence of the beast would be
a Nefarious Warrior Organism. Such a phrase strips away the ridiculous notion that there is any order
in the malevolent organization of the parasitic global structure, based upon perpetual and
permanent warfare. This depiction more closely resembles reality, even if the master mass media
refuses to acknowledge How the World Really Works. Discard any condemnation that criticism of the
established order rests upon conspiratorial fantasy or pre-medieval prejudices. Explaining away or
ignoring basic human nature in a "PC" culture ultimately requires the adoption of a depraved
Totalitarian Collectivism system.

Students of world affairs are not strangers to the practice of lies and deception. One of the grand
daddies of the Nefarious Warrior Organism, and infamous war criminal, Henry Kissinger has a new
book, World Order. An excerpt published in the Wall Street Journal, Henry Kissinger on the Assembly
of a New World Order, spews the same poppycock that underpins the destructive policies and
practices that has the world ripe for an apocalyptic conflict, needed to rescue the banksters
of international finance from their derivative Ponzi scheme.

Libya is in civil war, fundamentalist armies are building a self-declared caliphate across Syria
and Iraq and Afghanistan's young democracy is on the verge of paralysis. To these troubles
are added a resurgence of tensions with Russia and a relationship with China divided
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between pledges of cooperation and public recrimination. The concept of order that has
underpinned the modern era is in crisis.

The international order thus faces a paradox: Its prosperity is dependent on the success
of globalization, but the process produces a political reaction that often works counter to its
aspirations.

How convenient to disregard the fact that incessant conflicts are direct results of policy maker
schemes in Washington, London, Israel and the global sanctuaries and redoubts where the Mattoids
reside. Policy objectives, invariably implemented with force, coercion and military carnage is the real
reason why the NATO enforcement machine was not disbanded with the ending of the Cold War.

Over a decade ago the essay, NATO a Dinosaur Overdue for Extinction stated that national
sovereignty of individual states was never an objective after the collapse of the Soviet Empire. Quite
to the contrary, NATO's expansion to accept the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland (1999),
Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia (2004), and Albania and Croatia
(2009) as members illustrates that the purpose of NATO clearly has a focus on becoming the global
police force for the NWO.

If the breakdown in NATO is destined to avail an opportunity to curtail the Yankee
Hyperpower, the alternative need not be the formation of another suspect alliance. It is not
unpatriotic to advocate the wisdom in an America First policy. NATO doesn't secure or
advance our country, but only provides the military command and enforcement that imposes
the will of global masters. Resistance and opposition against an independent EU rapid
defense force, comes not from the nations of Europe, but from the elites that control
the mechanisms of global power. NATO is one of their tools. Alliances are one of their
methods. And suppression of viable self determination is their cherished goal.

Seasoned observers of the backstabbing game of international intrigue must love the way that
The State Department's New World Order Agenda rears its ugly head with NeoCons running U.S.
foreign policy.

That esteem champion of national sovereignty, Victoria Nuland, Assistant Secretary of State
for European Affairs, is hardly a protector of the duly elected Ukrainian government. Actively
working to depose that regime for one acceptable to the EU/NATO system claims such
actions as legal and sound policy, for the good of the Ukrainians. When Toby Gati, the former
White House senior director for Russia, defended Nuland, the futility of a joint cooperative
strategy exposes the reality of blowback to the EU.

In order to understand the true nature of the psychopathic motives and vicious tactics that threaten
a global conflagration, examine Victoria Nuland's family ties: The Permanent Government in action.
Kevin MacDonald dares reveals the family tree structure of the NeoCon clan of subversive fifth
column infiltrators within our own government.

Ethnic networking and ties cemented by marriage are on display in the flap over Assistant
Secretary of State Victoria Nuland's phone conversation with Geoffrey Pyatt, U.S.
Ambassador to Ukraine. As VDARE's Steve Sailer puts it, Nuland is a member of a talented,
energetic [Jewish] family that is part of the Permanent Government of the United States.

The expected result of such treachery is that the IMF and EU Capture of Ukrainebecomes the spark
that ignites a fuse set to explode into an intended Ukrainian civil war.

It should be obvious that the recent putsch and regime change in the Ukraine inspired and
backed by the U.S. shadow government, benefits the international banksters. For
the average EU resident, only further economic displacement and diminished prospects can
be expected from any inclusion of Ukraine into the EU dictatorial structure.
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Of course, the actual target, slated for removal is Vladimir Putin Nemesis of the New World Order.
Russian defiance of the Nefarious Warrior Organism cannot stand.

The context for any serious discussion on foreign affairs must start with the admission that
the New World Order is the dominant controller of political power, especially in western
countries. The NeoCon/NeoLib cabal dictates worldwide compliance. Nations conform to the
financial supremacy of banksters, administered by handpicked political stooges. Global
governance is the end game destined for all states. Individual nations slated for extinction
are doomed as long as the NWO advances their worldwide imperium.

The terror of descending into an abyss that triggers a nuclear World War III is actually a ruse. Such
a holocaust will not happen by chance. Only when the transcendent Satanist elites have all their prey
in the sights of their directed fallout, will the button be pushed.

China is certainly part of the NWO gang of comrades. The prospect for their involvement seems
more likely than Russian recklessness. Ready for World War III with China?, has that old black magic
of Kissinger come alive with the designated strategy intended to defeat America.

China does not want an apocalyptic war with the United States. They are content to wage
economic and financial warfare. Notwithstanding the trade dependency that the globalist
cabal originated by the Nixon-Kissinger tools with the Red Communists, the authoritarian
People's Republic of China, are winning the financial battle.

NATO's belligerent and bellicose deployments around Russia are part of a plan to isolate, marginalize
and shatter the economy and influence of Putin in the region. Neutering the Russian Bear facilitates
the spread of central banking direction over the natural resources and across the time zones of this
dissident former commie.

Since all obedient Marxists sing the song of the Internationale as they report to the gnomes of the
Bank of International Settlement, do not be duped into thinking that NATO is a force for stability and
legitimate defense. Involvements from Afghanistan to Kosovo or Iraq to Libya, demonstrates there
are no short list deployments. The tentacles of drone assaults have nonconforming regimes posed
for eventual collateral damage.

As the Nefarious Warrior Organism metastasizes, the cancer becomes terminal. Actually blowing up
the planet risks the destruction of property. Just the risk of universal annihilation serves
the extortionist better, by maintaining a campaign of everlasting fear. NATO becomes the strong-
arm enforcer, wheeling brass knuckle punches, when tribute payments become late.

Killing hundreds of millions if not billions is far more efficient using germ warfare in a mutation
of a designer pandemic. NATO's intimidation best functions as a warning of potential incursion than
an actual skirmish on a battlefield. The next arms race is to advance electronic countermeasures
to protect the flow of debt collection. The NWO can encircle the few remaining enclaves of freedom,
but rebel states confined to benign reservations, cannot expect much better.

Dread that World War III is on the horizon is most useful to the elites that play the puppeteer game
of diversion and slide of hand. As independent countries fall into the cauldron of globalism stew,
the only morsel that remains of the sweet taste of liberty resides in the memory recesses of the past.

The masters of global chaos, served well with the life work of Henry Kissinger and Zibigneiw
Brzezinski, prosper on the suffering of the rest of humanity. Such megalomaniacs see the military-
industrial-security complex as a continuum of a scorched earth campaign of Attila the Hun.
Destruction and carnage reign, since the only empire that exists is the one that keeps the NWO
elites in control.

America is long dead and the echoes of the past only serve as remembrance of the purported
rendering of the NATO's motto – ANIMUS IN CONSULENDO LIBER. Somehow, the translation, "Man's
mind ranges unrestrained in counsel", seems only to apply inside the dementia of the Nefarious
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Warrior Organism.

SARTRE

(Editor's note: This article was originally written in September 1, 2014.)
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